
Our growing company is looking for a research statistician. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for research statistician

Work with commercial building domain scientists, engineers and stakeholders
to bring statistical expertise to the analysis and reporting of data related
critical research issues
Contribute to the future direction of data collection, data processing and
data analysis in the field of measurement and verification for efficiency
programs and technology demonstrations
Develop and maintain open source statistical libraries using R and/or Python
for automated measurement and verification processes and other building
energy analysis applications
Contribute to statistical methodology for non-routine studies
Provide accurate and timely responses to routine requests from clients and
independently pursue analyses suggested by the data
Master’s degree in Statistics or Mathematics with at least 5 years of
nonacademic related experience in the aforementioned areas of study
Design and develop new statistical tools to resolve the automated
measurement and verification research questions, including, but not limited
to, commercial building’s energy consumption prediction, energy savings
uncertainty quantification, time series change point detection
Provide support for evaluating energy efficiency commercial buildings
technologies by processing and analyzing energy consumption data of field
demonstration projects
Conceptualize and demonstrate new techniques for building and system-level
load prediction, change detection, fault/anomaly detection, and data driven
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Participate in the diverse tasks related to conceptualizing, designing,
building, developing, and testing relevant analytical approaches, and tools

Qualifications for research statistician

Monitor and ensure appropriate quality standards are maintained at all times
Provide data in a timely fashion to ensure accurate tracking of project
budgets and timelines
Ensure scientific integrity and animal welfare in all activities
Clinical study design experience through 3 months internship in industry or
academia
Familiar with GCP / GLP process, documentation and execution highly
desired
Animal Health or Pharmaceutical experience preferred


